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What does
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diﬃcult 2018
mean for
music?
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2018 has been a difficult year for blockchain technology and crypto
evangelists, from falling cryptocurrency values and bans on blockchain
advertising to publicity around scammy initial coin offerings (ICOs)
and menacing noises from regulators. That in turn has dampened
some of the hype around what blockchain can do for the music
industry. Yet it’s not all doom and gloom: some of the
credible startups have continued to build relationships
and platforms alike in our space.

T

his week, PricewaterhouseCoopers
published a new report, ‘Blockchain:
Recording the Music Industry’,
making the bullish claim that this
technology “could save the music industry
billions”.
It’s a throwback to the early hype
around what blockchain can do for music:
criticism of centralised structures; a lack

of transparency; disconnects between
different rightsholders, artists and fans;
and a celebration of the disruption that will
ensue if the industry takes blockchain to
its heart.
“Certainly, Blockchain could completely
shake up the music industry, providing an
alternative to the ‘trusted intermediaries’
that have emerged and become established

to run registries, keep records, handle
transactions or negotiate terms,” claimed
the report.
“With trust, Blockchain could become a
powerful self-publishing channel for music
makers and rights owners, allowing them
to bypass a complex ecosystem and giving
them more control over how their songs and
associated data circulate among fans.”

“The myriad of intermediaries which
conventionally have separated artists from
the consumer is breaking down rapidly,
hence ensuring greater protection of the
rights of the owners.”
And so on. This kind of talk tends to
raise hackles within the music industry,
even though many of those intermediaries
are themselves (some more quietly than
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From Aventus to Zimrii Music: who are they and what are they doing?
The first mention of blockchain technology in the Music Ally bulletin was in June
2015, when Kim Dotcom (remember him?) was touting a new ‘people-powered,
censorship-resistant Internet’ venture called MegaNet. Nothing came of it. Since
then, though, we’ve covered a host of other music-related blockchain startups.
Here’s an almost-certainly non-exhaustive list of the ones that are currently
operational at the time of writing.

the report

Aventus
www.aventus.io
One of a cluster of
blockchain-based
ticketing companies.
Aventus says that
its platform “permits
rights holders to
define rules across the ticketing supplychain - including promoters, venues
primary / secondary agents - to which
everyone must adhere”. It held a
token sale in September 2017, selling
6m Aventus Tokens for 60,000 Ether
($19.8m at the time).
others) exploring the potential of blockchain
tech, and the partners they might be able
to work with. Those promising to sweep
them away as unnecessary middlemen are,
unsurprisingly, given short shrift.
This background tension is one reason
why all the bad news in 2018 around ICOs
and cryptocurrencies and blockchain
companies has been greeted with barelydisguised ‘I told you so’ satisfaction in some
quarters of our industry.
Such as? Bitcoin’s value stands (at the
time of writing) at under $8.5k, down from its
peak of nearly $20k in December last year,
even if it has rebounded from a low of $6.6k
in April.
Facebook, Google, Twitter and Mailchimp

have all put in place new policies cracking
down on advertising for cryptocurrencies,
ICOs and even blockchain companies more
generally – music:) ally had a Facebook ad
promoting our NY:LON Connect conference
rejected earlier this year, simply just for
containing the word ‘blockchain’.
“We banned the whole category,
because we thought the likelihood of
harm to consumers was high,” Facebook’s
chief technical officer Mike Schroepfer
told British MPs this week, as he gave
evidence to a parliamentary select
committee about the social network’s
recent data controversies.
In March, US financial regulator the
SEC said that it had “dozens” of open

Big Neon
Website tbc
We spotted Big
Neon’s profile on
investment site
AngelList in April this
year, although it has
since been deleted.
It’s co-founded by former Ticketfly exec
Dan Teree; investor Naveen Jain; and
crypto veteran Riccardo ‘fluffypony’
Spagni. The company is building “a
highly scalable, mobile-centric event
ticketing platform” backed by funding
from Silicon Valley VC firms including
Redpoint Ventures and Trinity Ventures.

Bitmark
www.bitmark.com
Bitmark is using
blockchain
technology tracking
ownership of digital
assets of various
kinds. It’s on our
radar because of an announcement
in January this year of a partnership
with Taiwanese music-streaming
service KKBOX. “Musicians who license
their work to KKBOX will now be able
to have their song rights recorded in
the Bitmark blockchain,” it explained.
“Initially there will be 50 artists who
participate, but we intend it to be in the
thousands by year end.”
Bittunes
www.bittunes.co.uk
One of a number
of startups building
platforms where
artists can upload
their tracks to be
discovered by listeners: or in its words,
“a monetised self-publishing network,
not owned or controlled by any entity”
It’s one of the longest-established firms
in this space, having launched the beta
version of its app in early 2014.
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Blockpool
www.blockpool.io
Blockpool
sprang from an
existing startup
called Aurovine,
which launched
the Audiocoin
cryptocurrency as well as a site for
discovering new music where fans
could earn the coins for their activity.
Blockpool is more focused on B2B
partnerships: its most high-profile so
far being with Björk and One Little
Indian, offering fans cryptocurrency if
they pre-ordered her latest album.

investigations into initial coin offerings, as it
mulls how best to regulate the market, and
to clamp down hard on fraudulent ICOs.
Talking of which, examples such as
Centra – a financial services company that
raised more than $32m in an ICO promoted
by DJ Khaled and boxer Floyd Mayweather,
whose co-founders have now been arrested
and charged with fraud – have made
prominent headlines.
This, plus crackdowns on cryptocurrency
trading in some
countries – India
most recently – and
the recent suggestion
that blockchain
technology may
be fundamentally
incompatible with
the European Union’s
new GDPR privacy
laws (“currently,
most blockchains
are incompatible

with the GDPR, especially permissionless
blockchains,” as Oxford law lecturer Michèle
Finck put it) have created, if not an entirelytoxic atmosphere around this corner of
the tech world, certainly a markedly-more
sceptical one.
And yet… all of this doesn’t mean that
blockchain is a busted flush, or that every
ICO is a scam. In the music sector, 2018
actually feels like the year when some of
the blockchain startups that have been

Blocktix
www.blocktix.io
Blocktix has a slightly
different spin on
ticketing, promising
to reduce the
distribution, transfer
and promo costs
of putting on an event by up to 90%.
How? By hooking event organisers up
with an ‘incentivised’ community who
earn credits by “vetting and attending
events, writing reviews for events
they’ve already attended and watching
advertisements for events they might
want to attend later”. It’ll use its own
TIX tokens.
Blokur
www.blokur.com
CEO Phil Barry’s
previous startup
was Ujo Music,
a direct-to-fan
distribution play.
Now he’s focusing more on working with
the industry: particularly publishers and

collecting societies. Blokur is working on
a platform to identify conflicts in rights
data and – where possible – to resolve
them without humans. It reckons that
publisher clients will see an upswing in
royalties as a result.
Ceek VR
www.ceek.io
One of the few
startups combining
two well-hyped
technologies around
music: blockchain
and virtual reality. It’s working on VR
concerts and other events, set within
its own ‘Ceek City’ virtual environment.
But now it has its own ‘smart token’
too: “used to purchase VR event
tickets and access VIP interactions
with artists” as well as to vote on
what performances fans would like to
see. Ceek also has a partnership with
Universal Music.
Choon
www.choon.co
Founded by DJ and
artist Gareth Emery,
who was early into
cryptocurrency,
Choon is a musicstreaming service
with its own digital-payments system
built in: its ‘Notes’ tokens. Artists
can earn them for their music being
streamed, but fans and investors can
also own, trade and spend the Notes.
Choon will use smart contracts to
divide royalties, but initially is only open
to artists outside the label, publisher
and collecting-society ecosystem.
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building products, infrastructure and
rightsholder relationships finally get to
deploy all this, and provide firm evidence
of whether this technology really can solve
some of our industry’s problems and open
up new opportunities.

‘REGULATION IS
A GOOD THING’

the report

music:) ally can’t help wondering whether
some of those wider negative stories
around the blockchain/crypto/ICO world
will be an obstacle to the ambitions of the
music-related blockchain startups. So we
asked some of them.
There’s a consensus that the current
regulatory crackdown, particularly on ICOs,
is necessary, probably overdue, and in the
longer term, a positive thing.
“Tokens are an exciting new development
with a lot of potential to align incentives
around projects or communities.

Unfortunately, some people have used the
buzz around ICOs to create get-rich-quick
schemes where the project being funded
either doesn’t justify the investment or, in
the worst cases, doesn’t even exist,” says
Phil Barry, CEO of Blokur.
“For the most part, regulation is a good
thing. The blockchain / cryptocurrency
world is gradually moving from its ‘wild west’
inception towards becoming a legitimate
part of the economy, and for that, you need
some level of regulation,” agrees Gareth
Emery, CEO of Choon, which is preparing
to launch a blockchain-powered musicstreaming service.
“There have been plenty of bad actors in
the space in the past, which have tarnished
everyone else, and the sooner they’re gone,
the better.”
Barry adds a caveat: that while
protecting investors from scams is
important, there could be a danger of
cracking down too hard, too fast on what’s
still a developing area.
“We should be careful that we don’t
throw the baby out with the bath water: it is
much too early to evaluate the full potential

The A to Z of blockchain
music startups
Citizen Ticket
www.citizenticket.
co.uk
Citizen Ticket is
the startup, but
BitTicket is the
platform that it’s
building – you may
have encountered the latter brand,
if not the former. This British startup
launched in 2015, but then ran “the
first live event on the blockchain” in
2017 through BitTicket. It aims to shut
touts out while also enabling buyers to
transfer tickets to friends and family.
Crypto.Tickets
www.crypto.tickets
“Paper or
conventional
electronic tickets
are now futile,”
proclaims this
startup’s website. Futile! It’s a bold
statement, but what Crypto.Tickets
sees as the alternative is a “smart
ticket” on a mobile phone that can be
scanned on entry to a venue, but also
transferred and resold.
Dot Blockchain
www.
dotblockchainmusic.
com
If not the grandaddy
of blockchain-music
startups, certainly
the first to get a
significant profile thanks to its CEO,
Benji Rogers, who was early to fly the
flag for this technology’s potential. Dot
Blockchain is working on a ‘dynamic’ file
format that will ensure music carries
much more metadata with it. The

company already has partnerships
with SOCAN, Songtrust, CD Baby,
Medianet and FUGA to build out its
architecture.
EventChain
www.eventchain.io
More smart tickets
(or “SmartTickets”
in this case) with a
startup hoping to
battle the bots and
touts by selling “verifiable” tickets on
the blockchain. Concert promoters can
control the pricing of their tickets on
both primary and secondary markets.
The company is already working with
iFlyer, the Japanese digital-ticketing
firm that recently secured funding
from Sony Music.
Gaze Coin
www.gazecoin.io
This is another
startup exploring
the crossover
between blockchain
and immersive
AR/VR tech. “A
patent-registered blockchain platform
measured by gaze control/eye
tracking,” is its pitch. “The killer app for
VR/AR advertising, copyright tracking
and user rewards, we fix the main
problem with monetizing VR/AR: How
do you measure it?” It’s also working
with Dutch DJ Don Diablo to run his
Hexcoin token and accompanying
‘HEXAGONIA’ virtual world.
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of ICOs, and it is crucial not to stifle
innovation,” he says.
Emery, though, suggests that this may
be less of a worry. “Obviously, there is
a trade-off: too much regulation stifles
innovation, but if the sector is regulated to
death in one country, you’ll simply see the
innovation shifting towards friendlier places.
This is a truly global economy and it’s not
going away,” he says.

‘TRUST IS A KEY PART
OF THIS EQUATION’

the report

From ICO regulation to advertising bans,
there are certainly some headaches being
created for blockchain startups, but those
that music:) ally spoke to suggested that the
bigger picture is one that favours startups
who are operating correctly.
“Ultimately it means creating a much
safer environment for investors and
participants, so will be good in the long
run. Trust is a key part of this equation, but
it’s also something that’s been lacking for
many investors,” says Peter Harris, founder
of blockchain-based streaming service
Resonate. “Actions that can improve trust in
the market are good for legitimate ventures.”

Creating that safer environment isn’t
just about cracking down on scams: it’s
about establishing even-basic definitions
of how cryptocurrencies and ICOs fit
within existing market regulations, and
understanding where new rules will need to
be drafted.
“Tokens are a completely new way of
financing and building businesses. It’s
difficult for regulators as they know that
there needs to be some regulation, but
tokens don’t currently fit exclusively under
anyone’s remit,” points out Dan Fowler, head
of strategy and operations at Jaak.
“The result of this is that tokens are
currently defined as securities by the SEC,
commodities by the CFTC, and a form of
money by FinCEN. Inevitably and in time I
think we will see a Department for Tokens
emerge. However, until then, there’s going
to be a degree of uncertainty.”
Ken Foster, director of startup Blockpool,
thinks that the US authorities are taking
the correct approach in finding their way
through these different treatments.
“It is very encouraging that there is a
move towards regulation of blockchain
assets. The SEC are definitely using
sensible methodology by breaking down
projects into different classes: securities,
commodities and utility tokens,” he says.
“Anything classed as a security should
and (in my view) will be subject to the

The A to Z of blockchain
music startups
GUTS Tickets
www.guts.tickets
“Honest ticketing”
startup GUTS
was one of the
first blockchain
startups we noticed
operating in the livemusic space. The Dutch company is
focusing on gigs and festivals but also
sports events and theatre, controlling
the distribution and resale of tickets
like its rivals. In 2018, it expects to work
for more than 75 events covering
more than 50,000 tickets. With an ICO
behind it, the company is working to
build out its platform.
HelloSugoi
www.hellosugoi.com
Stop us if you’ve
heard this
one before: a
“blockchain-powered
live entertainment
ecosystem” involving a smart ticket
that “reduces fees for consumers,
enables event organisers to maximise
secondary market revenue, and
mitigates fraud”. People are able to
buy tickets using Ether, and like others
it lets event organisers control pricing
on the secondary market.
Jaak
www.jaak.io
Like Blokur, Jaak
is focusing on
partnerships with
music rightsholders
and collecting

societies, with its META platform
aiming to “allow the music and media
industries to collaborate on a global
view of content ownership and rights”.
It’s trying to build pipes that will simplify
licensing. Already a Techstars alumnus,
more news is expected soon on the
company’s pilot-launch plans.
Lava Movement
www.lavamovement.
com
More Ethereumbased ticketing,
with a mobile wallet
to store tickets in,
and tech to ensure tickets can’t be
duplicated or resold outside the pricing
constraints set by the event organiser.
It’s also promising a Dice-style “no
booking fee” policy – a policy that Dice
recently had to abandon, mind – when
its platform launches.
Lino
www.lino.network
Lino isn’t trying to
be a Spotify on
the blockchain:
instead, it’s more
akin to a YouTube
on the blockchain. Or, in its words: a
“decentralised autonomous video
content economy”. That means a
platform for recorded and live videos,
with creators rewarded through
“micro-tipping, gifting, purchasing, and
more” – complete with its built-in ‘LINO’
tokens system to fuel the economy.
Lino raised the equivalent of $20m in a
private token sale this February.
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same regulatory framework as traditional
equities. Commodities may need some
form of interim regulation (when viewed as
e.g transferrable tokens on digital currency
exchanges). I think we can look to Forex
markets for guidance here.”
“My view has always been that if what
a company is selling looks and sounds like
a security, it should probably be treated as
one (despite being called a utility token or
whatever),” agrees Harry Boisseau, CFO of
BitTicket and Citizen Ticket.

‘PUBLIC ICOs HAVE BECOME
MUCH HARDER TO LAUNCH’

the report
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Fowler suggests that one result of this is
that for blockchain startups, it’s currently
risky to try to launch a token sale in the
US, for fear of falling foul of the current
regulations – with “severe” punishments that
can be levied retrospectively.
“The excuse of ‘it hasn’t been defined yet’
doesn’t wash when regulators point to the
relevancy of a legal structure that has been
in place for decades,” he says. “As a result,
public ICOs have become much harder to
launch, with the majority of projects relying
on private investment.”

Barry thinks that the community has a
responsibility here. “Entrepreneurs need
to fulfil their side of the bargain by being
thoughtful about the way that they design
and promote ICOs,” he says. Fowler agrees,
suggesting that the scams and subsequent
crackdown should foster a new wave of
responsibility among startups going down
the token-sale route.
“A professionalisation of the space is
needed and inevitable. As with any nascent
technology, there will be chancers seeking
to exploit uncertainty - profiteering while
everyone else is working out the rules. But
once we emerge from the Wild West a new
norm will be established,” he says.
“What sets this space apart is the speed
that everything moves. A combination
of open source mentality and incredible
sums of money has meant that this entire
process is evolving in a matter of months
rather than years.”
“That said, it would be a shame if the
concept of a public token sale dies, as the
ethos of lowering the barriers to investment
in tech, and the potential for redistribution
of wealth as a result, is surely something
that we can all get on board with.”
Others suggest that while Google

Muse
www.
museblockchain.com
Muse bills itself
as an “open and
transparent selfpaying royalty
system” designed
for artists and rightsholders to track
their streams and take payments of
royalties. Its platform will be used to
power a consumer-facing streaming
service called Peertracks, which is due
to launch this Spring. Interestingly, the
latter’s website’s ‘recent spins’ section,
at the time Music Ally checked, included
prominent artists like Alessia Cara and
Carrie Underwood.
Musicoin
www.musicoin.org
Another veteran of
the music-blockchain
space, this is a
distribution play for
artists to make their
music available, and get paid through
smart contracts that automate the
division of royalties. It has its own
cryptocurrency, and even its own
philosophy, Sharism: “That musicians,
the content-creators, should be
rewarded the most for creating and
sharing their music. And that their
compensation should increase in
proportion to their activity on the
platform.”
and Facebook have placed themselves
in the ‘responsible adults’ position with
their banning of ICO and cryptocurrency
advertising, their motives are not entirely free
from scrutiny.

Musiconomi
www.musiconomi.
com
One of the first
blockchain-music
startups we noticed
doing an ICO, its
alpha platform is certainly diverse in
its uses. “Designing your own playlists,
streaming radio, hiring your band,
buying artist merchandise and live
experiences, leasing studio space,
and building your own branded token”.
It also has ambitions to run a B2B
marketplace: a hub to connect “from
songwriters, to recording studios, to
mastering services and PR experts”.
Mycelia
www.
myceliaformusic.org
Founded by
artist Imogen
Heap, Mycelia
kicked off with an
experiment (with Ujo Music) to make
her ‘Tiny Human’ song available on
the blockchain, complete with a smart
contract to divide its royalties. But
Mycelia has evolved into a mixture of
research, events and experimentation:
less a platform in its own right, and
more an organisation trying to raise a
tide that floats all boats in this space.
Its Creative Passport concept is also
showing musicians how getting their
rights onto the blockchain could work.
“Caution abounds at corporate level, and I
can see why Google, Facebook etc are keen
to not be seen as ‘endorsing’ bad players,”
says Blockpool CEO Kevin Bacon. “Shame
they don’t show the same caution elsewhere!”
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The blockchain-music startups aren’t
worried, then. But what are the practical
implications for their own plans to raise
funding – still sometimes through ICOs – to
take their businesses forward?
Resonate has already swerved this and
more-traditional institutional funding, by
choosing to set itself up as a cooperative.
However, Harris sees the bigger picture for
startups who do want to go down the tokensale route, even within a more-regulated
environment.
“As someone working on a highly
legitimate project, having these changes
filter out the crap is super helpful. It will
also help the general public be more
scrutinising when examining projects for
their trustworthiness,” says Harris.
“There have been a few dubious musicrelated token sales in recent months, but
this is inevitable as the market matures.

There are still real opportunities to leverage
ICOs, but we all need to take steps to make
sure that we’re only paying attention to
genuine organisations that offer real value
and concrete propositions.”
Are the opportunities for music-related
ICOs really there though? The consensus
is that there are, but that the companies
pursuing them will need to have proper
thought put in to what they are offering, and
how they can prove its value.
“A token generation event (ICO) still
makes a lot of sense for new companies
in the space, but the level of scrutiny on
companies doing it now is far higher than it
was a year ago,” says Choon’s Emery.
“Again, that’s a good thing. It was
estimated that 90% of 2017’s ICOs had no
working product. There were far too many
companies raising funds from a white paper,
with no real idea about how to turn it into
reality, and predictably, most of them have
disappeared with contributors’ funds.”
“This created a backlash, so the standard
is a lot higher now. Contributors are smarter,

Opus
www.opusfoundation.org
Opus has been
developing an
“open-source
decentralised
music-sharing
platform” with a demo based on the
Ethereum blockchain and peer-topeer technology IPFS. The company
is one of the startups focusing on
music distribution: artists upload their
music, and get 90% of the revenues
generated from people streaming it.
This comes with its own Opus tokens
(OPTs) that reward artists, curators
and fans alike for their activity on the
platform. Its player app will debut in
May.
Patron
www.patron-ico.io
We’ve only chosen
one of these in
Patron, but there’s a
cluster of emerging
blockchain startups
focusing on influencer marketing. This
Japanese company recently raised
$10m in a private round of funding,
ahead of its full token sale. “By using
blockchain technology, Patron will
connect brands with influencers, in a
safe, secure, and fair mobile platform,”
it pitched in its white paper, noting that
when its web app launches, music will
be one of its influencer categories.
Potentiam
www.potentiam.io
One of a number
of middlemantargeting

decentralised distribution platforms
in this space. It’ll focus on digital and
physical sales as well as sync licensing
and public-performance / broadcast
royalties, using its own PTM tokens. It
claims more than 5,000 independent
artists are already taking part in its
private alpha test.
Resonate
www.resonate.is
Billing itself as an
“ethical musicstreaming co-op”,
Resonate has made
its ambition clear:
to become “the
Bandcamp for streaming” while also
“defending culture from capitalism”.
Hence its structure as a co-op. It’s also
trying a system called ‘stream2own’
which sees fans paying a little more as
they listen to songs multiple times, until
they’ve streamed (and paid) enough to
own them outright.
Soundeon
www.soundeon.com
This truly is a jackof-all-trades in the
blockchain world. The
Estonian startup is
looking at distributing
music, selling tickets,
and also helping artists to launch their
own token sales and raise money,
with fans taking a stake in their rights
(and thus royalties) as part of this.
Soundeon secured $600k of seed
funding from a Singaporean venture
fund in December 2017, and is working
towards a token sale in June.
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and the community is a lot more skeptical /
critical. I’ll predict that when we look
back on 2018’s ICO-backed companies,
their success rates will be far higher than
2017’s crop.”
Jaak’s Dan Fowler makes a different
point: that instead of spending all their
time focusing on how to get rich in an ICO,
music-related blockchain startups should be
doubling down on their industry relations,
and developing products and platforms
that will truly fill a need for musicians and
rightsholders.

“Any company exploring technology
that could potentially reimagine industry
processes needs to show that what they’re
doing will add value. If the result of your
actions isn’t a better music industry, for
example, then what’s the point?” says
Fowler.
“As a funding mechanism, public token
sales are attractive, as they offer capital
outside of traditional, and potentially
onerous, restrictions. However, this can’t be

at the cost of stakeholder confidence that
you’re operating in the right way.”
“It’s important to make sure that
everyone is happy with how you’re going
about your business, and avoid undoing all
the good work that you’ve done to date.”

‘THERE WILL SOON BE CLEAR
REGULATORY GUIDELINES’
Blockpool’s Ken Foster thinks that this need,
as well as the tighter regulation, should
actually be encouragement for decent
music-blockchain startups – and for the
customers and partners they hope to work
with in the industry.
“There has never been a better time

to get involved in blockchain as there will
soon be clear regulatory guidelines that
legitimate projects can use to formulate
white papers,” he says.
“The net result will be a filtering out of
nefarious projects and may pave the way
for the social media platforms to have more
confidence in an advertising framework that
protects the public.”
His colleague Kevin Bacon suggests that
to some extent, the media is driving the

The A to Z of blockchain
music startups
Soundpruf
www.soundpruf.com
Here’s an
intriguing spin on
blockchain and
music. “Soundpruf
will offer a web/
mobile software
application, built on blockchain
technology, that aggregates every
user’s music listening portfolio and
pays both artists and listeners in
cryptocurrency for every streaming
session (via Spotify or other streaming
provider)” claims its AngelList profile.
It’s also working on a way for fans to
invest in artists.
Ujo Music
www.ujomusic.com
Ujo worked with
Imogen Heap on her
2015 ‘Tiny Human’
project, but it has
gone on to develop
a Bandcamp-ish platform for individual
artist stores, where they can sell their
music for Ether. It launched a store
for dance artists RAC and Giraffage
in 2017, and is working on a ‘Creators
portal’ where artists will be able to
make their music available; control
how it is licensed and used; and set
distribution of royalties through smart
contracts.
Valyou X
www.valyouxchange.
com
“The world’s first
decentralised global
stock market for
musicians” is the
tagline for this Australian startup. That

means creating a virtual stock market
around songs and artists, except with
cryptocurrency, blockchain technology
and the *possibility* of real rewards.
Artists ‘list’ themselves on Valyou X, at
which point 4m VXD cryptocurrency
tokens are created for them, which
can be bought by friends and fans.
Vezt
www.vezt.co
Vezt first came to
our attention in
November 2017
when it revealed
its plans to power
“initial song
offerings” (ISOs) for fans to buy a
portion of rights to songs. It kicked
off with a Drake track, albeit a 10%
stake in the songwriting copyright to a
lesser-known promotional collab with
J. Cole from 2013. Vezt also boasts
William Morris/Endeavor Agency
music boss Marc Geiger as an adviser.
Viberate
www.viberate.io
Viberate is less
about blockchain
ticketing than it is
matching musicians
with booking
agencies and
concert organisers. It claims profiles of
more than 250k artists, 2k agencies,
60k venues and 500k events in its
database, and raised the equivalent
of $10.7m in a token crowdsale to
pursue its ambitions. Its proposed
business model encompasses
commission on bookings, advertising
and subscriptions.
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focus of the conversation around blockchain
towards greed – ICO scams and the price
of bitcoin – and regulation. He hopes that
soon, the focus will return to “the underlying
benefit of blockchain technology” – how
it can make a real difference, when
applied sensibly.
We’ll actually see more music-related
ICOs in 2018 than we did in 2017, since this
sector was a little later to catch on. They
may not be the megabucks that other
sectors attracted last year, but that does
not mean they won’t be the launchpad for
some interesting ideas.
“If a company were looking to ICO now,
for one they would probably struggle to
raise as much as they could have a year or
so ago as a lot of steam has come out of the
ICO bonanza. They would certainly have to
work harder to prove their legitimacy,” says
BitTicket’s Harry Boisseau, before making
another, more surprising point.
“I would also warn that they may
now struggle to open a bank account
as traditional banking institutions are
shying away due to the unclear legalities.
Companies will probably face some tax
implications at some point further down the
line,” he says.
“Simply put there is literally no law
on this stuff yet, but when large sums of
money hit a bank account it has to be
accountable for otherwise there could be
potential fraud consequences.”

‘COMPANIES WILL GO
BACK TO TRADITIONAL
FUNDING ROUTES’
ICOs may be more challenging, but they are
not the only source of funding – even for

a blockchain-focused startup. Institutional
investors have not yet been put off the
sector, even if there are some barriers to
surmount in how they invest.
“Ultimately, the market should be
efficient enough to fund a well-articulated
opportunity one way or another, whether
that be through venture capital, an ICO
or something else,” says Blokur’s Barry.
“Blockchain technology has the potential
to transform a wide range of businesses
and industries, and so is rightly attracting
interest from investors of all kinds.”
Cliff Fluet, of law firm Lewis Silkin and
consultancy Eleven Advisory, points out
that these investors have a few wrinkles
to work out as they get to grips with the
blockchain ecosystem.
“There is a huge amount of interest not
only from VCs but also strategic investors
in getting involved in blockchain companies,
but nobody knows what a second round
investment after an ICO looks like,” he says.
“Many investors do not even know
how to hold or distribute crypto assets/
currencies so we’re having very interesting
conversations about structures going
forward.”
Harry Boisseau puts a different
perspective. “Currently raising ICO is probably
an easier way to raise money, but it is not
necessarily the right way. Raising money the
‘old fashioned way’ means lots of diligence
processes and (experienced) people asking
tough but important questions about your
product or service,” he says.
“I think once ICOs are properly legislated
companies will go back to traditional
funding routes. Trust me, If you are a
founder you don’t want thousands of ‘token
holders’ pestering you day and night at your
company’s early stages.”
Blockpool’s Foster agrees, suggesting it
will be easier to raise ‘non-tokenised’ funds
from investors who continue to have an

appetite for engagement around blockchain
technology. This is something he sees
growing alongside token-based fundraising,
rather than necessarily one replacing the
other.
Fowler returns attention to the difficulties
of persuading traditional investors –
including music companies – to invest in
token sales.
“Traditional companies think in terms
of equity, and the music industry is no
different. Whilst many players in the
industry understand the potential for
tokens, they aren’t necessarily structurally
ready yet to do the deals. So there is still a
lot of work to be done,” he says.
“Traditional VCs are in a similar boat, as
they have to get their limited partners to
sign off on new ways to structure
their investments, which takes time.
This has seen the rise of ‘crypto VCs’ that
aren’t necessarily bound by the same
restrictions. Naturally though, this delta will
close in time.”
Choon’s Emery is blunter when it comes
to the traditional VCs’ ability to get involved
in the blockchain music market. “The ICO
model leaves them out in the cold - there’s
simply no need for new companies to give
up large amounts of control and equity to a
VC any longer,” he says.

‘DO THEY HAVE, AT LEAST,
A DEMO PRODUCT?’
If there’s a message here, it’s that rather
than throwing energies into a white paper
and hunting for millions in an ICO, the
more serious blockchain-music startups will
be focusing on their relationships with the
music industry, and building out products
that actually work.
music:) ally asked the crop of startups
interviewed for this issue what they’d
recommend rightsholders and collecting

The A to Z of blockchain
music startups
Voise www.voise.com
Decentralised platform?
Check. Personalised
token based on the
Ethereum platform?
Check. Ability for artists
(if they control the rights) to upload their
music and make money from it? Check.
Voise came to our attention in mid2017 with its plans to launch what we
described at the time as a “blockchainbased Bandcamp”. It has also expressed
willingness to accept ‘fiat’ (traditional)
currency as well as crypto payments.
Volareo www.volareo.live
Another initiative
blending blockchain
with another tech
trend that’s exciting the
music industry: smart
speakers in this case. Volareo is actually
a partnership between Musicoin (profiled
earlier) and music/tech firm Rocki. It’s a
speaker that will play music, with a twist:
fans can ‘tip’ artists in cryptocurrency by
clapping (or more prosaically, by tapping
a button in a mobile app) when their
songs play. A launch is promised this
year.
Zimrii Music
www.zimrii.com
Another Australian
startup here: Zimrii
raised seed funding in
February 2017 to build
a platform aimed at independent artists,
with a mixture of smart contracts,
analytics and crowdfunding features.
It’s also targeting publishers who want
to use blockchain tech to track royalties
and rights, as well as artists who want to
incentivise fans to promote them.
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BLOCKCHAIN
societies look for when deciding who’s worth
partnering with.
Clearly it’s hard to answer this question
without an element of self-interest – by
default, the startups feel the values they’re
suggesting are what they represent –
but the results are a useful checklist
nonetheless.
“I’d suggest looking at the team: do they
have music industry credentials? Do they
have, at least, a demo product? Do they
have a path-to-adoption?” says Gareth
Emery. “If any company promises they’re
going to make you rich, or makes promises
of the price of their token going up, I’d run
a mile.”
The product is all-important. In fact,
music:) ally’s key recommendation for 2018 is
that we should stop talking about ‘blockchain’
music startups altogether, and start
classifying them instead by what they do.
Are they a streaming service? A
distribution platform for artists? A ticketing
service? So judge them by how they
compare to established companies in their
space – including whether blockchain
technology gives them an advantage or not.
“It is easy to get distracted by focusing too
much on blockchain technology itself rather
than the product or service. Ultimately, what
matters is whether a problem is being solved,”
says Blokur’s Phil Barry.
“I would focus on the question of where
and how value is being created for your
organisation, outputs of any previous
projects or pilots and what it would mean
for you to adopt it. It can also be difficult to
evaluate how close a solution is to market –
so ask to see a demo.”
That’s a common theme. “The question
you should ask yourself is: does this

problem need a decentralised solution, or
could it work just as well on a centralised
system? Decentralisation is expensive
and complicated, so if there is scope for a
centralised solution - that will almost always
win,” says Jaak’s Fowler.
“If you’re looking at a value chain
where there are only one or two parties
involved then it’s unlikely that blockchain is
the answer.”

‘WE’RE SEEING A MORE
GRANULAR LEVEL OF
DETAIL IN IDEAS’
Others think that what needs to happen
now is more knowledge within the music
industry itself: in-house blockchain experts
able not just to assess the relative merits
of startups, but also to identify exactly
what the music company needs from this
technology.
“We’re seeing a more granular level
of detail in ideas and an awareness that
blockchain is not the universal panacea
that was mooted in the past. Current
projects are exploring the powerful

applications around smart contracts,
sidechain deployment and transactional
efficiencies,” says Blockpool’s Foster.
“In short, startups need to be embedded
in the technology on a granular level. The
music industry should ensure they have a
fairly advanced level of in-house knowledge
to be able to disseminate viable projects
from the thinner token pitches. If there is no
ROI over and above a token sale then that
should immediately raise a red flag.”
He also thinks that regulation will
become a “pre-filter” here too, helping
rightsholders weed out the bad players.
Meanwhile, his colleague Kevin Bacon thinks
that there’s another red flag which may not
seem so obvious.
“Blockchain is still very much developer
led - and as such there is a tendency to look
for a ‘problem’ to match the ‘technology’,” he
says. “I’ve seen many pitches that start with
“the music industry has a problem” when
in fact it’s the artists, writers, producers etc
who sadly have the problem.”
Some go further. “The tech scene loves
to talk about disrupting existing business
models. With the blockchain community

that trend is feverish to the point of
absurdity,” says Resonate’s Peter Harris.
“Anyone in the music + blockchain
space that doesn’t want to take the time to
understand how the music business REALLY
operates isn’t worth the attention.”
Boisseau suggests some questions for
music companies: ask how easy someone’s
blockchain is to use, in terms of navigating
the user experience; whether the startup is
trading and has customers; whether they
deal in cryptocurrency payments (“If yes to
that then probably steer clear,” he suggests).
“There is a huge gap between the
academia of the Blockchain and companies
who have got it into a commercial use,”
he adds. “It’s just a judgment call as to if
you think the team are capable of bridging
that gap.”
“There’s also a question of culture. Music
is an emotive product, and organisations
in the blockchain space need to recognise
and respect this. The ones that survive and
flourish will be those that are already deeply
embedded in the culture, and understand
that facilitating the exchange of music is a
unique task.”
“There’s really no easy answer here,
except do your research, try and understand
the space as best you can, consider all
the options available, and you’ll be in a
much better position to decide whether a
partnership is worthwhile,” concludes Emery.
“I would definitely be looking at solving
real world problems, creating real world
products that create and develop value.
Just because a paper is ‘white’ does not give
it gospel status,” says Cliff Fluet.
“We stand on the edge of a significant
danger of over promising and under
delivering based upon what the technology
is capable of today, versus what it will
be capable of going forward,” he says. “It
is simple: bullshit on a blockchain is still
bullshit, it is just more distributed.” :)
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Music Ally is a music business information and strategy company. We focus on the change taking place in the
industry and provide information and insight into every aspect of the business, consumer research analysing
the changing behaviour and trends in the industry, consultancy services to companies ranging from blue
chip retailers and telecoms companies to start-ups; and training around methods to digitally market your
artists and maximise the eﬀectiveness of digital campaigns. We also work with a number of high profile music
events around the world, from Bogota to Berlin and Brighton, bringing the industry together to have a good
commonsense debate and get some consensus on how to move forward.
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